Regulation 5.3(1) – Assessment and Academic Progress in Higher Education Award Courses

Amendment No. (4)

Regulation 5.3(1) – Assessment and Academic Progress in Higher Education Award Courses is hereby amended as follows:

Definitions

Delete definition "Examination", and replace with the following words:

"Examination" means a centrally organised, formal, supervised, time-limited, summative assessment task conducted during the official examination period. Examinations are not a compulsory assessment task in every unit, but where conducted, routine feedback will not normally be provided to students;'

Delete definition "Special Consideration", and replace with the following words:

"Special Consideration" means the process available to students whose capacity to perform is temporarily and adversely affected by circumstances outside of their control, by which they may apply for approval to take additional time to complete an assessment task or to complete the assessment task at a later time, or the outcome of that process;'

Section 3

In sub-section 3.2, delete the word ‘semester’ and replace with the words ‘Study Period’.

In sub-section 3.4(d), delete the word ‘semester’ and replace with the words ‘Study Period’.

In sub-section 3.5(c), delete the word ‘if’ and replace with the word ‘is’.

Section 6

Delete section 6, and replace with the following words:

6. A student may apply for Special Consideration in accordance with the relevant policy and procedure. A Faculty Committee may approve an application for Special Consideration if satisfied that circumstances:

(a) outside the student’s control prevented the student from undertaking or completing an Assessment task at the scheduled time; and

(b) warrant either additional time in which to complete the Assessment task or deferral of the Assessment task to a later time.'
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